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The i3TOUCH LCD touch solution provides crystal clear,  

high-definition pictures. The touch technology operates at the touch 

of a finger or pen and the screen reacts instantly. 
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PRECISE, FAST & RELIABLE 10-TOUCH
The i3TOUCH Premium is equipped with the precise and reliable V-Sense technology. This technology is fast and extremely accurate and 

allows up to 10 simultaneous touches. Write with your finger, a pen or any other object, the i3TOUCH reacts instantly and recognizes the 

most common gestures.

PREMIUM
The i3TOUCH P series have an improved design and sound system. All i3TOUCH Premium displays are equipped with an OPS slot for 

universal OPS pc integrations , an integrated sound bar for improved sound quality and a data USB at the front for easy access. 

CRYSTAL CLEAR IMAGES
The i3TOUCH Premium is available in Full HD and 4K resolution (3840 x 2160 pixels) for crystal clear images.

MOBILITY
Combine the i3TOUCH with an i3FLOORSTAND and ensure flexibility and mobility in the classroom. Our mobile stand allows you to move 

the i3TOUCH easily from one side to another. With the push of a button, you can quickly adjust the stand to accommodate teachers and 

students of differing heights and those who are seated or physically challenged.

INTUITIVE TOUCH MANAGEMENT
The i3TOUCH Premium displays work like a giant tablet! They include an Android PC, linked to the touch functionalities. You can manage 

your display settings by simply touching the screen, so you no longer need to use a remote control or push a button. The display is a stand-

alone solution, so you can open images, watch videos or even browse the web, without the need of an additonal computer.

i3TOUCH PREMIUM

THE i3TOUCH P SERIES OFFER AN EXCITING ALTERNATIVE TO TRADITIONAL INTERACTIVE BOARD 
SOLUTIONS, WITH IMPROVED DESIGN AND SOUND SYSTEM. THE P SERIES DO NOT ONLY LOOK 
NICE, THEY INCLUDE A STANDARD OPS-SLOT AND FRONTAL SPEAKER BAR.

Learn more about i3TOUCH and the rest of the i3 product line? Visit i3-technologies.com4



UP TO 10 TOUCH POINTS
The powerful and fast V-Sense 10 point touch recognition allows up to 5 users 

to simultaneously perform pen and mouse functions, erase ink and manipulate 

and move objects on the interactive whiteboard surface. The system recognizes 

individual multitouch gestures  for each user, whether by finger, stylus or any other 

object of choice.

IT’S SO EASY AND SIMPLE!
The i3TOUCH LCD touch solution provides crystal clear, high-definition pictures. 

The touch technology operates at the touch of a finger or pen and the screen 

reacts instantly. Our unique mobile stand allows you to move the displays easily 

from one part of the classroom to another.  Which in turn, makes damage to walls 

or ceilings a thing of the past.

SENSE

SENSE

SENSE

All i3TOUCH products are compatible  

with Windows, MAC OSX 10.7 & higher (Lion &

Mountain Lion) and Linux! 

Utilises all Dual writing features.

MODELS

55" T10

65" 4K T10

75" 4K T10

84" 4K T10
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i3TOUCH EXCELLENCE

THE I3TOUCH E SERIES OFFER AN EXCITING, EASY TO USE AND AFFORDABLE ALTERNATIVE 
TO TRADITIONAL INTERACTIVE BOARD SOLUTIONS. THEY ARE AVAILABLE AS STAND ALONE 
DISPLAY OR WITH INTEGRATED ALL-IN-ONE PC SOLUTION. 

PRECISE, FAST & RELIABLE 10-TOUCH
The i3TOUCH Excellence is equipped with the precise and reliable V-Sense technology. This technology is fast and extremely accurate 

and allows up to 10 simultaneous touches. Write with your finger, a pen or any other object, the i3TOUCH reacts instantly and 

recognizes the most common gestures.

PLUG & PLAY
The i3TOUCH E series are available with all-in-one pc kit. This all-in-one solution contains a build-in PC, configured with the latest 

Windows Professional. Just switch on the display and start working instantly.

MOBILITY
Combine the i3TOUCH with an i3FLOORSTAND and ensure flexibility and mobility in the classroom. Our mobile stand allows you to 

move the i3TOUCH easily from one side to another. With the push of a button, you can quickly adjust the stand to accommodate 

teachers and students of differing heights and those who are seated or physically challenged.

Learn more about i3TOUCH and the rest of the i3 product line? Visit i3-technologies.com6



SENSE

SENSE

SENSE

MODELS

65" T10

70" T10

80" T10

All-in-one

65" T10 all-in-one

70" T10 all-in-one

80" T10 all-in-one

FAST AND ACCURATE
i3 offers an exciting alternative to traditional interactive board solutions, 

our i3TOUCH collection of digital signage and accessories is an all in one 

solution. i3TOUCH displays feature V-Sense technology, which ensures 

extremely fast and accurate display interaction, perfect for use in education, 

offices and meeting rooms!

INTENSIVE USE
Our i3TOUCH displays are designed for intensive use in and out of the 

classroom, meeting room or office.  Whether you’re using them for 2-4 

hours or 24 hours at a time; the quality of the picture and interactive 

performance are never compromised. Our i3TOUCH display products 

are perfect for any environment from small meeting rooms to the huge 

education centres, the touch display lets you turn a traditional presentation 

into an interactive experience and improves collaboration. You can switch 

quickly between meetings, TV shows and the internet to help engage 

participants by connecting to their individual learning styles.

All i3TOUCH products are compatible  

with Windows, MAC OSX 10.7 & higher (Lion &

Mountain Lion) and Linux! 

Utilises all Dual writing features.
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i3LEARNHUB
NEXT GENERATION COLLABORATIVE LEARNING SUITE
i3LEARNHUB was developed using the input and considering the needs of both teachers and learners. 

With its simple interface stripped of all clutter and offering just the essentials, it mimics  

the simplicity of traditional teaching tools.

JOIN NOW

IT'S FREE
SIGN UP AT

www.i3learnhub.com

Learn more about i3TOUCH and the rest of the i3 product line? Visit i3-technologies.com8



ACCESSORIES

i3HAWM
MANUAL HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE WALL MOUNT
In our challenge to offer you a comfortable and intuitive solution to adjust your screen vertically, we 

have developed the i3HAWM, a user-friendly, ergonomic, high-quality, reliable and sustainable product 

that allows you to move your screen up and in a manual way.

i3FLOORSTAND
ADD MOBILITY TO YOUR INTERACTIVE DISPLAY
Add mobility to your interactive display with i3FLOORSTAND. This interactive floorstand for LCD touch 

displays, ensures mobility and flexibility in the classroom. With the push of a button, you can quickly 

adjust the stand to accommodate teachers and students of differing heights and those who are seated 

or physically challenged.

i3ADD-ON 
MULTIPLE WRITING SURFACES
The hinged i3ADD-ON adds 2 rotating wings to any board or display, providing more space for 

persistent information written with chalk, dry-erase markers, or attached with pins or magnets 

– depending on your choice or surface options. Alternatively, close the side panels to hide/reveal 

information or protect the interactive whiteboard or LCD display.

i3SYNC
PLUG & PLAY WIRELESS PRESENTING TOOL
i3SYNC PRO allows you to share your screen within a second without wires and without installation. 

It doesn't matter if you're using a desktop, a smartphone, a tablet or even a camera, i3SYNC is OS 

independent and allows any HDMI device to share video and audio in high quality on a large screen.
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Learn more about i3TOUCH and the rest of the i3 product line? Visit i3-technologies.com10

i3-Technologies is a global company. Every day we gain new impressions about the accelerators behind the shift that is happening in learning and meeting

environments. This shift influences the way we at i3-Technologies think about furniture and technology. And ultimately it drives change and innovation in our designs

and the way we envision our interactive, integrated and inspiring solutions

In our hyper-connected world, it is only logical that learning and meeting environments are connected to the world outside. As a consequence, traditional learning

environments need to be transformed into a social hub for interaction and connectivity, in which both cyberspace, computing devices and traditional and digital

meeting and teaching tools blend perfectly to enable the optimal interaction experience.

iNTERACTIVE  •  iNTEGRATED  •  iNSPIRING
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When crafting tools and products, or delivering know-how to the customer, i3-Technologies integrates 3 principles as the fundament to enable the optimal meeting

and learning environment: interactivity, integration and inspiration. Above this, we cherish 3 design principles to ensure maximal satisfaction of the customer and

minimal impact for the environment: User-based Design, Universal Design for Learning and Cradle-to-Cradle.

i3-Technologies aims to stay in touch with our customers’ expectations and objectives by offering fully integrated technology solutions for any learning or meeting

environment. We strive for a clear communication between people and a smooth synergy with the i3 products.



WWW.I3-TECHNOLOGIES.COM
INFO@I3-TECHNOLOGIES.COM

AUTHORISED RESELLER


